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  Dear Author, 

  

Welcome to the 15th issue of the author newsletter from the Geological Society. We hope you find this newsletter 

useful and interesting. If you have any feedback or wish to discuss any of the news items, please contact us by 

email  

With best wishes 

Jenny Davey 

The Geological Society 
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  Paper on the L'Aquila Trial 

The paper deals with the delicate case of the “L’Aquila trial” and the complex 

debate within the scientific community about the role of geoscientists in the 

defense against natural hazards, their relationship with the media, decision-

makers and citizens, and the legal implications in risk communication.  Read 

the paper here, free for a limited time. 
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    Introducing the GSL Collections 

 

GSL are pleased to bring you our new Collections Tool.  The tool allows us to group 

together papers by theme, topic or paper type to share with our followers, 

customers and you.   

GSL offers you the choice to publish Open Access in the Lyell Collection journals and 

Special Publications. Papers published Open Access are included in the Open Access 

collection and are free to download.  To read the GSL Open Access policy and terms 

of use go to GSL Open Access policy. 

In response to the Nepal Earthquake  a selection of papers on Himalaya tectonics, 

published by the Geological Society over the last three decades, is also available.  A 

new webpage also lists resources you may find useful to understand the geological 

context in which the earthquake occurred and the history of tectonics in this region. 

    

 

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/119YKqGXzbS5sWrASKw
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/119YTalKW6exaC9Ccar
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http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/119YBH2achvDLgJzzkB
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  Could Stegosaurs Swim? 

A Paper published in the Proceedings of the Yorkshire Geological 

Society journal, on Stegosaurs was a big hit with our Twitter Followers 

in May and June!  Lets wait to see the full download statistics in the 

next author newsletter.  In the meantime you can read the paper 

here. 

 

Back to top 

 
  

 

  

    

 

   Be on our cover!  

Could one of your photos be on the 2016 cover of the Journal of the Geological Society? We 

are looking for our next cover image for Volume 173 and would like to hear from you, our 

authors. We are looking for a banner image 100mm wide x 310mm (1181 x 3661 pixels) at 

300dpi that will appear on the side and spine of the journal. The image should be simple 

and easily understood in monotone; rock face images or something similar will work best. 

An image of our current cover can be found here. 

Please send your photos to JGS Production Editor Patricia at 

patricia.pantos@geolsoc.org.uk by 15 September. Please also include a 50-word description 

of the image with your entry. 

Back to top 
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Top Tips from the Production Team 

 

In this issue we’re continuing our look at artwork 

Preparing your figures can be tricky and there are lots of areas to consider. We’ve already 

looked briefly at sizing and labelling, so this month we’ll focus on colour v. black & white 

and how to get the best out of shading … Artwork Tips Part 2! 

 Colour in print and colour online 

 Colour online but black & white in print 

 Shading 

We hope you find Top Tips helpful if you have any feedback or wish to discuss any of the 

Top Tips further, please contact us by email  

 

Back to top 

 

  

 

  

 
      

Petroleum Geoscience Thematic Set: The North Falkland Basin revisited: exploration and appraisal of 

the Sea Lion Field  

 

The eight papers in this issue of Petroleum Geoscience form a thematic set that describes the recent advances in 

understanding of the structural  development, stratigraphic evolution and sedimentary history of the North 

Falkland Basin, and the combined impact that they have had on its petroleum geology with a focus on the Sea 

Lion Field. The set of papers evolved from integrated geoscience carried out by Rockhopper Exploration plc and 

their contractors following the discovery of the Sea Lion Field and its subsequent appraisal. 

 

   

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a09NgVghuyvFxO0VI
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The most downloaded articles from the Lyell Collection and GSW in May 

 

  

  

The most downloaded article in May in the Journal of the Geological Society was: 
P. D. Cole, A. J. Stinton, H. M. Odbert, C. Bonadonna, R. C. Stewart, Tamara Goldin, An 
inclined Vulcanian explosion and associated products, Apr 30, 2015; 172: 287-293. 

Downloaded 187 times 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

 

   
   

  

The most downloaded article in May in the Journal of Micropalaeontology was: 

Phillip E. Jardine, Wesley T. Fraser, Barry H. Lomax, William D. Gosling, The impact of 
oxidation on spore and pollen chemistry, May 01, 2015 

 
Downloaded 77 times 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

 

  

The most downloaded article in May in Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis 
was: 

Gwendy E.M. Hall, Graeme F. Bonham-Carter, Angelina Buchar, Evaluation of portable X-ray 
fluorescence (pXRF) in exploration and mining: Phase 1, control reference materials, 
Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis May 28, 2014; 14: 99-123.  

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a10ddHtJFeJHNVTre
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a10ddHtJFeJHNVTre
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a1hGxidyo893dYwh4
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3fZKrohso0tagU7W
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3fZKrohso0tagU7W
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3oJpeLbOPI8SidxR
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3oJpeLbOPI8SidxR
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3xt4286bhpOAjwXM
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3GcIPv0xJ7uikQnH
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3GcIPv0xJ7uikQnH
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3GcIPv0xJ7uikQnH
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a0IJU6JUWlkmnTgBo
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a1qqc5AsKzQIVZPGZ


   
   

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

Downloaded 54 times 

 

   

  

The most downloaded article in May in the Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology and 
Hydrogeology was:  

William Robert Dearman, Peter George Fookes, Engineering geological mapping for civil 
engineering practice in the United Kingdom, Aug 01, 1974; 7: 223-256. 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

Downloaded 216 times 

 

   
   

  

The most downloaded article in May in Petroleum Geoscience was: 

Wolfgang van Berk, Yunjiao Fu, Hans-Martin Schulz, Creation of pre-oil-charging porosity by 
migration of source-rock-derived corrosive fluids through carbonate reservoirs: one-
dimensional reactive mass transport modelling, Feb 03, 2015; 21: 35-42. 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

Downloaded 304 times 

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3OWnCRUUaPa0m9NC
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a46pHdBJD4evqoMDs
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a46pHdBJD4evqoMDs
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4f9m0YDZvWb8q63n
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4O5ZcshriKRYvlJ3
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4O5ZcshriKRYvlJ3
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4O5ZcshriKRYvlJ3
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4WPDZPbNKsxGwF8Y
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a3XG2qePgCwPIntdx
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a4nT0OlylXDQQrpti


 

     

  

The most downloaded article in May in the Scottish Journal of Geology was:  

A. Zaniewski, R. J. Reavy, A. L. Harris, Field relationships and emplacement of the 
Caledonian Ross of Mull Granite, Argyllshire, Scottish Journal of Geology Nov 01, 2006; 42: 
179-189. 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

Downloaded 98 times 

 

     

  

The most downloaded article in May in the Proceedings of the Yorkshire Geological Society 
was:  

Could stegosaurs swim? Suggestive evidence from the Middle Jurassic tracksite of the 
Cleveland Basin, Yorkshire, UK, May 21, 2015; doi: 10.1144/pygs2015-354. 

View the Top 5 most downloaded Papers 

Downloaded 45 times 
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Recent Publishing Highlights: 
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View in the Bookshop 

 

 

 

    New! Gas Generation and Migration in Deep Geological 

Radioactive Waste Repositories 

Edited by R.P. Shaw 

SP415  |  Published 8 June 2015  |  264 Pages  |  Hardback    

 

Understanding the behaviour of gases in the context of radioactive waste 

disposal is a fundamental requirement in developing a safety case for the 

disposal of radioactive waste. Of particular importance are the long-term 

performance of bentonite buffers and cement-based backfill materials that may 

be used...read more 

       

 

 

 
  

 

  

View in the Bookshop 

  

 

 

     

  

New! Global Heritage Stone 

Edited by D. Pereira, B.R. Marker, S. Kramar, B.J. Cooper and B.E. 

Schouenborg 

SP407  |  Published 5 June 2014  |  275 Pages  | Hardback  

 

This Special Publication is dedicated to heritage stone: those natural stones 

that have special significance in human culture. Some stones that have had 

important uses in the past are now neglected because they are no longer 

extracted. Others are still commercially important, but their heritage uses 

have not been well documented...read more 
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View in the Bookshop 

 

 

 

     
New! Strata and Time 

Edited by D.G. Smith, R.J. Bailey, P.M. Burgess and A.J. Fraser 

SP404  |  Published 4 June 2015  |  325 Pages  |  Hardback    

 

The superposition of stratified rocks is an unmistakable manifestation of 

the history of sedimentary processes through deep time.  However, the 

relationship between the preserved strata of the rock record and the 

passage of geological time...read more 
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Free e-Toc Alert 
Keep up to date with current geoscience papers with our free eTOC alert service 

    

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a6V8R8ZUS0jXCP2ZQ
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Dates For Your Diary 

  The Geological Society will be exhibiting at the following conferences in 
2015, do come along to our booth to browse our range of titles, special 
offers and enter our competitions! 

 

Goldschmidt, 16-21 August, Prague, Czech Republic 

Geological Society Events are also hosted at our headquarters in 
Burlington House, London, UK throughout the year. 

  

  

  

  

  

Useful contact details and links  

 Subscribe to our bookshop and/or Society newsletters 
Our latest catalogues 
Lyell Collection FAQs 

Feel free to contact us if you've a query on your article that's in production: 
Jo Armstrong (books) jo.armstrong@geolsoc.org.uk 
Helen Floyd-Walker (QJEGH and books) helen.floyd-walker@geolsoc.org.uk 
Sarah Gibbs (JMicro) sarah.gibbs@geolsoc.org.uk 
Sally Oberst (PG and SJG) sally.oberst@geolsoc.org.uk 
Jess Pollitt (GEEA, PYGS and books) jessica.pollitt@geolsoc.org.uk 
New JGS Production Editor! Patricia Pantos (JGS) patricia.pantos@geolsoc.org.uk 

Geological Society Publishing House 
Unit 7 Brassmill Enterprise Centre 
Brassmill Lane 
Bath 
BA1 3JN 
Tel: +44 (0)1225 445046 

http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a7u5uktyjN8EsUiFw
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a7CP97QsGeQkaVC5r
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a7UisIAhp8fFAYeVh
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a8327vXbLzXliZylc
http://geologicalsociety.msgfocus.com/c/11a8bLMjk681F110RL7
mailto:jo.armstrong@geolsoc.org.uk
mailto:helen.floyd-walker@geolsoc.org.uk
mailto:sarah.gibbs@geolsoc.org.uk
mailto:sally.oberst@geolsoc.org.uk
mailto:jessica.pollitt@geolsoc.org.uk
mailto:patricia.pantos@geolsoc.org.uk


Fax: +44 (0)1225 442836 

   

  

   

 

The Publishing House mailing list... If you would like to unsubscribe from this email, click on the link below. If you receive the main Society newsletter, 

unsubscribing from this mailing list won't unsubscribe you from the Society newsletter.                    
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www.geolsoc.org.uk 
 

The Geological Society of London is a registered charity, no. 210161 

The Geological Society of London • Burlington House • Piccadilly • London • W1J 0BG 
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